PWM32-PS-CB15 SPINNER

- Wide Motor Speed Range from 50 to 10,000 rpm.
- Stainless Steel 15” diameter bowl.
- Polyethylene 15” diameter removable/replaceable bowl liner.
- Polyethylene 15” diameter removable/replaceable splash guard to eliminate splash back.
- Stainless steel lid assembly with 10” diameter opening and two position sensor to prevent operation of the machine if the lid is open.
- Stainless Steel 4” diameter (1 each) and 6” diameter (1 each) shims to reduce the bowl size when spinning small substrates.
- Exhaust ports are machined on the spinner as a standard feature.
- Bowl drain ports are standard feature on the spinner.
- Adjustable vacuum interlock switch that can be changed in the field to customer desired vacuum settings.
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